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L EA R N I N G YO U R C O M PA N Y C U LT U R E
As designers, we’re trained to pursue project issues, but we start by pursuing business
issues. This occurs in our visioning sessions where we come in with an open mind to
conduct a collaborative and interactive meeting with your leadership team and trusted
grass roots staff. Facilitec will meet with both key leadership and grass roots personnel
to understand your workplace culture as well as what works and what can be
improved. When addressing corporate values and culture we will incorporate what
leadership believes drives the behaviors of their staff and put forth the best scenario
that will positively affect workplace productivity. This will be done through interviews,
data gathering and benchmarking using Facilitec’s set of programming tools that are
designed to promote staff engagement and interaction.
It’s not just about architecture, it is about your company’s success. We use this time to
get to know not only your company culture, budgets, and needs, but to develop a
relationship for the future. At Facilitec, we don’t have a preconceived notion before
we understand your issues, needs, and concerns, but we do come with years of
experience and a wealth of research. We find that these sessions help to create a
solution that supports future growth, company culture and value, employee wellness,
and employee retention.
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W O R K P L A C E S T R AT E G Y P R O C E S S
Facilitec uses many tools and processes to create a company’s standards. Workplace
strategy is the intentional alignment of the work environment with the work that
happens there along with the company’s organizational goals. We work with our
customers to identify required resources and implement processes that support their
strategy while creating company standards.
Some of the tools we use to create and implement these standards include:
o Visioning sessions with leadership. Define what the new workplace should
accomplish for the organization.
o Leadership workshops. Inform leadership about current workplace trends
and gauge organizational capacity for change.
o Development of project critical success factors. Determine what the organization
must do well to be successful.
o Employee occupancy studies. Measure the efficiency of real estate usage.
o User satisfaction surveys. Measure user opinions on workplace effectiveness before
and after changes.
o Cultural assessment surveys. Use an organizational cultural assessment instrument
to evaluate current and preferred cultural states. This creates directional gaps and
shifts that can be considered in workplace design and behavior protocols.
o Culture change planning. Lead discussions with management and user teams to
determine action plans for desired cultural shifts.
o User engagement workshops. Involve a diagonal cross section of users in
development of design priorities around the future of work and how to find "best
places" for all.
o Change management planning sessions. Set the stage for an effective transition to
the new workplace.
o Design Implications that incorporate developed insights and discoveries. Create
workplace applications and alternatives that tie explicitly to the critical success
factors and employee input.
o Employee design reviews and town hall design reveal meetings.
o Develop engaging presentations to keep users informed and involved in the
process.
o Respond to current climate. The pandemic has radically changed the
workplace. We will determine the best practices for your employees to feel safe
and engaged.

Research tools

OUR
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Facilitec offers crafted interactive workshops with our partner company that solve
business issues covering a range of subjects: new ways of work, problem solving, change
planning, workplace distractions and remediating employee disengagement through
design. These workshops are client focused and address typical workplace challenges.
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NEW WAYS TO WORK (The Jetsons)
In a future with technology that allows
nearly everyone to work from anywhere,
do you think people will still travel into
offices to work? In this highly interactive
facilitated workshop, you will explore and
decide for yourself why or why not
workers will work together in physical
offices. You may be able to work
anywhere, but you will need to work
somewhere. Where should that BEST
somewhere be? (40-60 Minutes)

POWER TOOLS
In this engaging and immersive seminar,
our experts address why the pressure for
workplace change is higher than ever before,
illustrate the risks and implications of change
and share a “greatest hits” collection of
change management techniques. Using
innovative tools and materials, participants
create the plan for getting ready for some
big changes (120 min).

PROBLEM SOLVING -THE DISCOVERY
DILEMMA
Often, we tend to jump to the solution but may
exclude a critical part of the creative problem
solving. Through this interactive workshop,
design thinking principles are applied, bringing
the discovery process to life. Simple and
effective tools used to define and solve a
complex problem are shared throughout (60 min).

The business power of
social spaces
EMPLOYEE DISENGAGEMENT – FRIENDS
The TV show FRIENDS ran for 250 episodes
with 42% of the scenes filmed in two social
spaces - a coffee shop and a living room. Ten
years after it wrapped, FRIENDS is still a topwatched show worldwide. Central to its
success is its story about the value of
engagement, and how we still find power in
this message. The latest Gallop poll shows that
70% of office workers are disengaged. This
majority group shows up but doesn't feel
particularly connected to the organizational
goals, or even other people at work. This
workshop addresses how we might design the
workplace to improve engagement (60 min).

WORKPLACE DISTRACTION – THE FOCUS
GAME
The average American spends 5.4 hours a day on
their phone. Yet, the most common complaint at
work is, "my office is too distracting." In The
FOCUS GAME you will discover the causes and
costs of distraction, determine the most valuable
activities in your life, design strategies to fix
distractions (60 min).
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N E W W AY S T O W O R K W O R K S H O P T O O L
In a workfloMAP© exercise, we ask people to do three things:
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CREATES HAPPY EMPLOYEES

CREATE A TEAM

EMPLOYEE RETENTION

ENHANCE CORE VALUES

DEFINES YOUR IDENTITY

Once we have agreement on the corporate values and culture through
interviews with both leadership and staff, we will blend those drivers
with traditional space analysis programming to determine the best
design direction that supports the desired physical facility. We will
look for feedback on issues that relate to the current style of work and
what can make it more productive, efficient and enjoyable. This
process will look at the type of work that teams and individuals do and
what in the physical environment will it take to support those efforts.
In addressing the type of work and what it takes to support it, we
consider how people, technology and the physical space all integrate
to work together. With the addition of the flexibility to address future
needs, we create a space that addresses the individual and the
organization across the life cycle of the lease.
During project programming, our team along with the involvement of
your team will visit the findings from the visioning sessions to confirm
needs. Programming support will:
o

Establishing project goals and objectives from visioning session

o

Review existing plans, furniture, design, and technology to
identifying departmental working relationships
Conduct a space analysis to determine proper square footage
required for current and future needs
Verifying quantitative key requirements
Providing a summary of the program
Preliminary change management guidelines to better facilitate the
move process.
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